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For more RCU news updates 

and events, visit 

http://www.rcu.lk/  

 

70th Bradby Shield Encounter    
 

 

Royalists vs. Trinitians. May 17th  

This year’s Bradby Shield Encounter between  

the Royalists and the Trinitians saw the 

Trinitian scrumage taking home the coveted 

Bradby Shield with an aggregate of 47 points 

– 34 points at the second leg on May 17th 

after a fierce tug-of-war at Pallekale.   

 
 

http://www.rcu.lk/
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Royal Records; preserved, automated and maintained 

 
College Record Room renovations done by RCG ’92  

A collaboration of several old boy groups, namely RCG ’92 and RCG 2002 have brought about 

the transformation of an integral aspect of Royal College. The College Records Room, that 

houses student data was renovated and handed over to the school administration at an 

opening ceremony held on June 4 in the presence of Principal Upali Gunasekara and Hon Sajin 

Vass Gunawardena.  

The Records Room that holds student data and issues character and leaving certificates has 

been renovated by the Group of ’92 under the direction of the Infrastructure Management 

Committee The room has been completely refurbished to have a fresh look and added security 

via a fingerprint access control security system sponsored by Cenmetrix (Pvt) Ltd.  This system 

prevents unauthorized persons entering the room and getting access to sensitive documents.  

“This is another addition to the long list of things done by the Group of 92 for college. We are 

proud to say that we not only renovated, but we will be maintaining this room for the next five 

years” said Nethru Nanayakkara, President RCG ’92.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Royalists Onstage 2013;  

Featured the musical talents of Royalists past and present all on 

one grand stage 
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“We are happy to have completed the first project undertaken through the Infrastructure 

Management Committee. I want to thank group 92 for coming forward and making this project 

a success. ” said Jayampath Attanayake, Treasurer of the Infrastructure Management 

Committee.  

The Group of 2002 provided a timely tech solution to increase the efficiency of the Records 

Room by installing a system to print a copy of each student’s certificate. Prior to the 

automation of the system, those who wished to get certificates had to go through a time 

consuming process of manually going through previous records and then taking print-outs. 

Amila Hendahewa, consultant at Microsoft Sri Lanka proposed this ‘SharePoint’ solution which 

was approved by the ICT Advisory and Management committee. 

“The entire process took more than half an hour. Now it only takes about 10 minutes. Simply 

type in the student ID and once the images of the certificates are generated, it is only a matter 

of taking a print out.” said Anuka Settinayake, a member of RCG 2002. The group also 

sponsored a state-of-the-art printer that multi-tasks in printing, scanning and photocopying so 

that the process of obtaining certificates is more efficient.   
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EDEX Careers presents ‘Capital Markets’ 

 

The EDEX Careers Team organised a Career Guidance Programme on ‘Capital Markets’ on June 

3rd to generate interest in this theme for senior A/L Commerce students of Royal College. 135 

students attended the programme, and were challenged to think of joining the field to steer the 

country’s economy and financial system. 

Representing EDEX Careers, Bimal Perera shared with the audience how Capital Markets tend 

to provide some of the most lucrative career opportunities in finance. He emphasized the need 

to acquire the right skill-set and training to be successful in Capital markets.   

He stated that the EDEX Careers Team always took keen interest in sharing knowledge and 

information with Royalists that is relevant to the employment market, so that Royalists are not 

only empowered but are also one step ahead of their peers. 

Chanakya Dissanayake, a past Royalist, shared his time and expertise on the subject. He 

elaborated how the basic knowledge earned during A/Ls on subjects such as Economics and 

Accounting could be enhanced to develop the required technical skills necessary for investment 

analysis. He also described that proficiency in accounting related subjects, above average 

knowledge in basic computing skills and most importantly a passion for learning new things 

related to industries as the most important attributes of a candidate aspiring to become a 

successful Capital Markets professional. 

The students were given an overview of the areas that come under this purview such as 

Industry/competitor analysis, financial statement analysis and financial modeling. It is hoped 

that a few Royalists will select this industry in the future and join the ranks of their seniors who 

have carved a niche for themselves in this financial arena.  
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IT BPO industry ‘packed’ for youth  
 

The Royal College Union EDEX Careers held a second seminar in June 2014, this time for Grade 

12 students, on the IT/BPO Industry.  

Yasas Abeywickrema, Managing Director of Lanka/BPO Academy presented key facts and 

figures of the IT/BPO Industry, its attractiveness to youth and its high earning potential. 

Addressing an audience of 18 year olds, he stressed that the critical period in a young person’s 

life was between 18-28 years. “As such, this is the critical juncture at which you have to begin 

to choose your career path and start thinking of your future plans”, he opined. 

Mr. Abeywickrema presented IT/BPO as a fast growing industry that employs youth, and is 

currently the 5th largest income earning industry in Sri Lanka, next to the Apparel Industry, 

followed by tea, rubber, tourism and gem and jewellery. 

He noted that the Industry had seen a phenomenal growth in the past five years in comparison 

to other traditional ones, such as Finance, and noted that approximately 65,000 people were 

employed in this industry. Out of this massive task-force he said, about 50,000 were 

entrenched in the IT Industry alone. 

“Most often the Managers in the IT BPO Industry are below forty years, and most often than 

not young people dominate the industry as they are IT savvy”, he observed. He added that 

some of his peers were working in big names in the IT industry and drawing five figure salaries. 

He advised the youth present to think of either following a traditional path of study as high-

achievers, with 3As for example, or start a course of study that was non-academic if they were 

inclined to think of other options. 

One such option is the IT/BPO Industry which draws in big brand names to Sri Lanka in terms of 

outsourced work, in computing, finance and call-centre operations. He addressed the forum of 

students and teachers and cautioned them not to think of the IT/BPO Industry as one of ‘cheap 

labour’, but rather, one that has potential for youth to earn and grow as a lucrative career. 
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ORUAE AGM held in Dubai – UAE  
 

Old Royalists in United Arab Emirates (ORUAE) held their Annual General Meeting on Friday, 

June 6th at Sheraton Deira, Dubai. 

Trevor Fernando was unanimously elected as 8th President of Old Royalists in UAE. 

Immediate Past President Danika Gamage addressed the meeting and outlined the many 

successful events held during his tenure (2012-2014), such as the 9th Annual Royal – Thomian 

Dinner Dance in UAE, 13th Battle of the Blues in Gulf in UAE, contributions made to Loyalty 

Pledge, donation of 20 teachers’ chairs for the college staff room, Family Day-Out organized for 

Royal College Past Teachers’ Association in honour of their devotion to Royal College and its 

student population and the monthly (Poya Day) meal donations to the Deaf and Blind School in 

Ratmalana.  

Patron Farook Kassim spoke about the journey of ORAUE since its inception in 1999 under the 

guidance of six old Royalists residing in UAE, namely Rameez Mahamoor, Namal Fernando (Jnr), 

Namal Fernando (Snr), Mohamed Azmeer, S.A Ramachandran and Asoka Bandaranayake. 

Respectable auditor Nurendra Perera applauded the good accounting standards maintained for 

year 2012/14 and provided valuable insight into 'Proposal of Prudential Recommendations'. 

The election of office bearers for the year 2014/2016 was overseen by patrons Farook Kassim, 

Heshan de Silva and Past Presidents Roshan Kariyawasam and Ponniah Thayananthan. 
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ORUAE Committee - Year 2014/16 

Patrons  : Farook Kassim, Heshan De Silva, Skanda Kandasamy 

Past Presidents : Rameez Mahamoor, Brian Perera, Chanaka Warnapura, Roshan Kariyawasam, 

Ponniah Thayananthan and Deepal Rajaguru              

Immediate Past President : Danika Gamage                 

President                         Trevor Fernando 

Vice President                  Uthpala Ranatunga 

Secretary                           Tharinda Nanayakkara 

Asst Secretary                 Janaka Lokuge   

Treasurer                         Shihan Sheriff 

Asst Treasurer                Sugeesha Dinushan 

  

          

Committee Members 

Prasanna Wanigasekera  

Dinendra John  

Madhava Chandresekra   

Sisila Indraratne  

Amal Karunaratne  

Rasmar Lye 

Sheron Fernando  

 

 ORUAE official web site- http://www.rcuae.net/ 
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World Environmental Day  
 

The official World Environment Day celebrations 

organized by the Ministry of Environment were 

held on June 5th at the Navarangahala.  

 

His Excellency the President Mahinda 

Rajapakse, Honourable Minister of Education 

Bandula Gunawardane appeared as esteemed 

guests to mark this occasion.   

 

Suvindu Garusinghe, a student of Grade 3 received a special award from his Excellency the 

President, for the launching of the waste segregation project in classrooms. Under this project, 

each class is given a set of three coloured bins to separate waste. Waste segregation is the most 

effective method of managing waste. However, it is also one that involves the change of 

attitudes and lifestyles. At Royal, waste segregation is currently done by the workers, but as a 

leading and responsible education institution in Sri Lanka, students should be trained to follow 

the discipline, so that it may play a big role in their futures and in turn carry out a positive eco 

print.    

 

Principal Upali Gunasekera received the award on behalf of Royal College, presented by his 

Excellency the President, in appreciation and recognition of the “Green Initiative”.  The Green 

Circle of Royal College plays a major role in the implementation of all Green projects within 

school. It is hoped that these green initiatives that start at Royal, will reach society to make a 

positive impact for a greener tomorrow.  
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Lionel Fernando Memorial Trophy rekindled  
 

The traditional old Royalists vs. old Trinitians Rugby match was played on Sunday May 18th at 

the Royal College Sports Complex at 4.00 p.m. 

Royal College under 35 rugby team took home the Lionel Fernando Memorial Trophy with a 

runaway 40 points (five goals, one try) to 5 (one try) win over the Trinity under 35 team.  

This year, the old Royalists were led by Naren Dhason and the old Trinitians by Milinda 

Gunawardene. The teams consist of those who played in the traditional Bradby Shield 

Encounter during their school career.   

Joint Chief Guests were Hemaka Amarasuriya and Jayantissa Kehelpannala with the Principals 

of Royal and Trinity appearing as Guests of Honor.  

 

A bit of history about the Lionel Fernando Memorial Trophy 

The match between the old Royalist Ruggertites and the old Trinitian Ruggerties was played for 

the ‘Lionel Fernando Memorial Trophy’, as a fitting tribute to a great Trinity Principal whose 

gesture in the year 1971 in awarding the Bradby Shield to the Royal College team led by Dr. 

Fred Perera. In that year, due to the county’s political instability and subsequent insurgency, 

the Kandy leg of the Bradby was not played. The Royal team won the Colombo leg 22 – 0. On 

winning the only match played in Colombo in the spirit of Bradby and not merely to acquire the 

trophy, Principal Fernando arrived at Royal College with the Trophy at hand, and and handed it 

to the Principal of Royal in admiration of the efforts of the Royal team.  

This memorial trophy match was played in honor of the true spirit of Bradby that is reflected 

during instances such as this where warm gestures of brotherhood and comradeship are 

portrayed among the two schools.  
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70th Bradby Shield Encounter  
 

This year’s Bradby Shield Encounter between Royalists and Trinitians saw the Trinitian 

scrumage taking home the coveted Bradby Shield with an aggregate of 47 points – 34 points at 

the second leg on May 17th after a fierce tug-of-war at Pallekale.   

The result of the Bradby Shield encounter for the year 2014 proved to be a bitter one for the 

Royalists, as the Trinitians claimed the Shield by winning the second leg 19 points – 18 points, 

which amounted to a total aggregate of 47 points – 34 points in favour of the Trinitians, due to 

their first leg performance which saw the scoreboard reading 28 points – 16 points, also in 

favor of the Trinitians. 

Playing with the support of a vocal home crowd, Trinity College drew first blood through a 

penalty and went on to score 6 points in the first half. Royal College meanwhile managed to 

score only 3 points. The Royalists played a more aggressive game in the second half and added 

15 points to their tally. However, they were unable to overcome Trinity and eventually lost the 

second leg by one point. 

Notably, this is the 40th occasion on which Trinity College Kandy won the coveted title. 

Visit the official facebook page of the Royal College Photographic Society to see more pictures.   

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.517099255068813.1073742031.138111286300947&type=3
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Bradby Fiesta  

This year, to celebrate 70 years of Rugby enthusiasm among two rival schools; Royal College 
Colombo and Trinity College Kandy, the Royal College Union (RCU) organized the first ever 
carnival themed ‘Bradby Fiesta’ dedicated to all that is Bradby. 

The fiesta was held on May 10th at the Bloomfield and Racecourse Grounds from 10 am to 12 
midnight. The scores of fans gathered at the grounds saw the Bradby Shield Encounter live on 
LED screens and cheered their favorite teams on from the outskirts of the Sky Pavilion. Trinity 
supporters who arrived in Colombo via train, were received by Royal supporters and the 
ensuing comradeship and the festive atmosphere kick started the Bradby in its true spirit.  The 
activities throughout the day included car shows, kiddies’ area with fun and games, hawker 
street type food stalls with major hotel chains dishing out mouth watering delicacies, a Beer 
Garden, a Horror House, fireworks, DJ music and papare bands. 

HSBC as Principal Sponsor, Reborn as Gold Sponsor, Fontera as Co-Sponsor, MBC/MTV 
Networks Electronic Media Partner and Wijaya News Papers as Print Media Partner worked in 
unison to make this event a grand success. 

Chief Guest, Western Province Chief Minister Prasanna Ranatunga and Guest of Honour Mayor 
of Colombo A.J.M. Muzzamil were present at the opening ceremony. Royal College Principal 
Upali Gunesekera, Trinity College Vice Principal E.G.J. Kanagasabey, RCU Secretary Chandana L. 
Aluthgama and Bradby Fiesta Organising Committee Chairman Rizan Nazeer were also present.  

 

Visit the official facebook page of the Royal College Photographic Society to see moments 

captured at the Fiesta.  

  

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.516554465123292.1073742028.138111286300947&type=3
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ORSLL activities 
 

On May 14th, the Old Royalists Social Services League (ORSSL) organized a buffet lunch for the 

students of the Royal College Social Services League and staff who attended the Annual Veask 

dansela project at the Kaleniya Raja Maha Viharaya.  
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RCDA – the volunteer army of healing hands 
 

The Royal College Doctors’ Association (RCDA) has been busy since the beginning of this year. 

First the Annual Teachers’ Clinic in February, then the Hostellers’ Health Screening camp in 

April, the CSR project in Barawakumbuka followed by the Grade Six Health Screening in May.  

Each of these events had the Royal doctors whose expertise varied from general medicine, 

surgery, neurology, nephrology and cardiology etc working endless hours of dispersing their 

expertise for the benefit of the patients.  

Just recently, Royalists past and present visited Barawakumbuka, a rural area in Hambanthota. 

The students in Samanalagama Vidyalaya had been suffering from the lack of water supplies to 

the school. Their principal, having heard of the Annual CSR projects carried out by Royal 

College, requested that a helping hand be extended to them. To facilitate this, the Interact Club 

of Royal College installed a tube well, a couple of water tanks and a pipeline system within the 

school so that they have access to drinking water.  

RCDA oversaw an extensive health care camp (that included dental and eye clinics) for the 300 

students and 600 residents in that area. As seen in the Elpitiya project in 2013 and the 

Pollebedda Ampara project in 2012, the RCDA took humble pride in volunteering their expertise 

for this. Nearly 50 cases of various clinical disorders were promptly referred to the relevant 

specialized clinics at the General Hospital Hambantota. Members of Royal College Group of ’93 

also took part in this charitable effort by funding eyewear worth Rs 200,000/- among the 

community.  

The RCDA further added value to generosity by donating over a hundred books to the library of 

Samanalagama primary school, to encourage reading habits in students.  

“It was a wonderful day for the residents of Barawakumbuka, with all kinds of happy emotions. 

The children were excited to get a supply of pure water at their school. They were delighted to 

get books to read. And glasses to help them read.” said Dr Ajith Tennakoon. 

RCDA and Loyalty Pledge conducts grade six screening 

Each year since 2004, the RCDA and Loyalty Pledge carry out a health screening programme for 

the grade six students of Royal. This year over 650 students underwent general examinations 

and those needing special care were referred to next level health institutions.  

The Loyalty Pledge coordinated and organized the event, handled logistics and voluntary 

reports and assisted the doctors in carrying out a successful project.  65 doctors participated. 

Referrals will be finalized in May 2014.  
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Meanwhile, a special dental preventive treatment known as ‘Fissure sealants’ was carried out 

for the students in grade two. The sealant forms a protective layer that keeps food and bacteria 

from getting stuck in the tiny grooves in teeth and causes decay.  The Loyalty Pledge financed 

the medical supplies worth Rs 77,000/= while the doctors funded the equipment such as the 

structures suited for dental clinics at a cost of Rs 400,000/=. 

“This is the first time in Sri Lanka that a preventive dental treatment plan such as this has been 

carried out. It is done in developed countries but is not common in countries like Sri Lanka due 

to the required funding being very high” said Dr Sirimevan Samarakoon, chairman of this 

project.     

Royal Hostellers receive health checks via RCDA  

Over sixty doctors from the RCDA screened more than 250 Royalists residing at the Royal Hostel 

on April 5th as a part of their Annual Hostellers Screening programme at Royal, and those 

needing treatment were given the necessary medication and referred to specialized clinics for 

further investigation and follow up. Each student has a file recording their present clinical 

status and a history of past illnesses, which is to be used throughout their hostel life whenever 

seeking medical attention.  

“We want to make sure that the hostellers who are away from their homes and parents are 

taken care of health-wise, so that they can focus on their studies and sports when they are 

here”, said Dr. Ajith Tennakoon, president of the RCDA.  
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Teachers’ felicitation ceremony in Uswatakeiyyawa 
 

The Teachers’ Guild of Royal College organized their annual Teacher Felicitation Ceremony for 

retired and transferred teachers of Royal College. Held on April 26th at Malima Club House in 

Uswatakeiyyawa, the event was in honour of past teachers who had taught, guided and molded 

Royalists to achieve excellence in their chosen sphere of life.  Royal College Group of ‘86 

contributed to this event by sponsoring 51 plaques at the cost of Rs 100,000 in appreciation of 

the services rendered by the retired and transferred teachers. President of RCG ‘86 Vipula 

Wickremsinghe, Secretary Upul Prabath, Treasurer Ajith Rajapakse, Past President Janaka 

Kolonnage, and several members attended the event. 

“Group of 86 was involved with this event since the year 2000” said Royal College Principal 

Upali Gunasekara mentioning the group’s support to college and wished them all the best in 

their future activities.  
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Loyalty Pledge Fellowship  
 

The inaugural night of the Loyalty Pledge was held on April 25th at the Skills Centre in  

recognition of all the ‘Members’ of the Loyalty Pledge who had pledged donations ranging from 

Rs 500/= to Rs 50, 000/= from the year 2003 to 2014. The get-together was organized to foster 

fellowship among Royalists who would ideally form a strong core to motivate more Royalists to 

“repay the debt”, to their alma mater.  

The fellowship evening witnessed the participation of 100 + members, out of 1178 members. At 

the formal meeting, they were invited to get involved in other projects of the LP such as 

interviewing and reviewing the students who are eligible for the scholarship programme, 

getting involved in the school life of the Royal College students in terms of mentoring, 

organizing career guidance programmes and championing them to excel in sports.  Soon after 

the fellowship, four volunteers joined to assist the Medical camp, a joint venture with the 

RCDA. (Royal College Doctors’ Association).    

Chairman Nihal Seneviratne, made special note of the significance of the Loyalty Pledge Oath 

which was derived with the same significance of the Athenian Oath where responsibility and 

compassion was bound to the institute that nurtured them. Loyalty Pledge Secretary Kamal 

Abeysinghe strolled down memory lane to the year 2004 and reminisced how it all started 

when the financial needs of students were noticed. These students, who had the potential to 

reach great heights, were restricted due to that one very significant factor of currency.    

Since then, the Loyalty Pledge’s generous membership base has been providing financial 

support to help students of Royal lead an well rounded life. So far, there have been over 150 

students who have received financial support to excel in studies as well as extracurricular 

activities throughout their school career, from grade six onwards till they finish their A/L studies 

and if they have passed on to University, until they complete their bachelor’s degree. 

Furthermore, the finances totalling Rs 80.7 million that has been accumulated, has also been 

used in infrastructure projects such as the Grade 3 eco-friendly building that is currently under 

construction.  

This programme will be made an annual event of the Loyalty Pledge calendar much like the 

Medical screening camp and the annual ‘Help A Needy Student’ Scholarship Programme, the 

flagship programme of the Loyalty Pledge, which has also received generous donations from 

the current membership parallel to the membership donations.  
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Jagan Maatha, a fund raiser for Table Tennis 
 

JAGAN Maatha, a popular Sinhala drama was staged on April 25th at Navarangahala. Organized 

for the fourth year by the Table Tennis Advisory & Management Committee, the drama was a 

fund raising project to uplift Table Tennis at Royal College.  

The drama was directed by K. B Herath, a popular director and has a strong message to modern 

society and childhood. The organizing committee felt it is a corporate social responsibility to 

propagate good qualities/message in the students and the drama was shown free of charge to 

the students.  

From the previous fund raisers, the team has been able to improve Table at Royal by renovating 

the TT sport facility, provisioning sport equipment including TT Tables, exercise equipment, 

sport accessories and provides support for during tournaments. 
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Royal OBA clinch the Festival of Cricket trophy in Melbourne 
 

Members of RCOBAA (Royal College Old Boys Australia Association) emerged victorious in the 

inaugural Festival of Cricket Six – a – side tournament held in Melbourne at Xavier College, Kew 

sporting ovals on March 10.  

After beating traditional rivals St. Thomas College in a closely contested game in the Semi-

finals, the Old Royalists pitted 62 runs against a strong D.S. Senanayake OBA team.   

The victors had to make their way through 16 Sri Lankan Old Boys’ Association teams in 

Melbourne to claim their prize. In addition to the Champions Trophy, the winners received a 

cash prize of A$ 5000 which the players pledged towards the RCOBAA in a sporting and 

generous gesture. 

Congratulations to the team lead by Ex Royal Rugby and Cricket Capt. Shanka Perera (1998) and 

comprising Dimitri Siriwardena (Capt. 2005), Umesh Goonawardene (Vice Capt 1998) and 

former coloursmen Shyam Sideek, Rajeev Peiris, Channa Gunawardena, Sanjeewa Udumalagala, 

Sahan Perera also included  Navoda Ganegoda, Lochana Premaratne, Shamil Samarasinghe & 

Chehan Senasekera. 
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Royal College – Contact Details 

 

Principal’s Office - 2691029 

Email: principal@infoRoyal.lk 

Vice Principal’s Office – 2673133 

Main Office (Upper School) – 2695256 

Middle School – 2673132 

Primary School – 2695830 

Senior Hostel – 2695242 

 

RCU Publications and Public Relations Advisory Committee 2013/14 

Chairman – Dumindra Ratnayake – dumindra@int.etisalat.lk 

Treasurer – Ruwan Bakmedeinya - ruwanb@ualink.lk 

Secretary - Ruwan Fernando ruwan.fernando@innovative-e.com 

Editors -  

Vasana Wickramasena - Editor – e-News 

Varuna de Silva - Editor – web site http://www.rcu.lk/  

Committee -  

Ulfath Uwais, Anuka Settinayake, Dinesh Jayaweera, Hasrath Munasinghe, Rohan 

Jayaweera, Hasitha Abeywardhana, Kalhara Raddalgoda, Hasitha Dela.  
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